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Casa Brione 
 

Casa Brione is situated in the little, quiet, and 
namesake place of Chiese valley at an altitude 
of 900 meters (municipality of Borgo Chiese) 

In the past it was a vicarage and has been 
refurnished to become a vacancy house 
characterized by a simple and graceful style. 

Casa Brione can host until 22 persons in 
comfortable rooms provided with both single 
and bunk beds. 

All around the nature where to walk or hike 
towards grasslands and woods to reach Alpine 
cottages or old barn. 

Casa Brione guests can enjoy freely the "Guest 
Card" that offers facilitations for various 
activities in Trentino. 

 

ROOMS 

Rooms are wood decorated and are located on 
the second floor and the attic. There are two 
small rooms with inner toilette and four bigger 
ones with shared toilette. Totally there are 20-
23 beds. Moreover, a large dining room and a 
relaxation room with sofa. 

Guests can use the five-a-side football field  

and the multi-purpose hall of 200 m², suitable 

for group activities, workshops, yoga or 
gymnastic courses. 

 

SURROUNDINGS 

If you wish to discover the area, nearby Casa 
Brione there is Fort Larino, a fine example of 
stronghold still in excellent conditions. 

Interesting is also the Caino River 
Ethnographic Path, a thematic route dedicated 
to the past human activities, winding through 
ancient restored buildings and other evidences 
from the past life. 

 

Moreover, Val di Daone, best known for its 
waterfalls. During the winter season the valley 
becomes a venue for the highly popular 
mountain sport known as ice climbing. offers 
more than 100 waterfalls, a masterpiece of 
nature! 

In winter, there are so many paths in Natural 
Park of Adamello-Brenta that you can explore 
them with the snowshoes or ski and nearby 
there is a ski run also for children 
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